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1. NEW Face Effects

Make everyone in your video look their very best with new Face Effects! Easily brighten or smooth skin with
simple controls, and adjust face width and even eye size to fine-tune facial features. Play with these super popular
editing tools and adjust the levels manually depending on how much impact you’re looking to create. Aside from
beautifying and polishing lifestyle videos, this can be a handy tool for creating glam Instagram and TikTok videos
or even goofy clips for friends and family with intentionally oversized or downsized features.

2. NEW Speech to Text converter

Save time creating subtitles manually by automatically converting speech in your video to text with a new tool
designed for easy caption creation. This is incredibly useful for sites like YouTube and TikTok because with
VideoStudio 2022, you can even edit captured subtitles, export them, then import them into your preferred
platform. This can be very beneficial for viewers when speech includes specific terminology, product names, or
when the original narration is not perfect in quality or words are slurred or mumbled. Increase your audience by
engaging even non-native speakers with subtitles. Speech to Text converter alongside other new features are
available in VideoStudio 2022 and make producing content for online sharing easier than ever before!

3. NEW GIF Creator

Explore the newly added GIF Creator to capture a section of your video and convert it to a short, repeatable clip.
GIFs are a great way to share highlights, over-the-top moments, and even cringe-worthy content— across all online
platforms. Go ahead and explore this fun new tool and produce your own unique GIFs for expressing emotions and
reactions. Just select the best scenes from your footage, export them into GIF format, and easily share with anyone.
Their size makes them easy to upload, email, or send over SMS. It’s the best way to feature your most unique
frames in a flash.

4. NEW Animated AR Stickers

Add instant fun and personality to your next project with AR Stickers. These face-tracking stickers are a great way
to achieve anything from masking faces to emphasizing emotions and creating playful moments. New VideoStudio
now supports both static and animated AR Stickers that can recognize and map facial features. They can even be
applied to multiple faces and later edited for position and size. It’s easy to add silly character ears, show-stopping
eyes, larger than life sunglasses, or over-the-top hats to any character in your project. Adding AR Stickers is truly
the perfect way to accent reactions and add personality to gaming videos, reaction videos, online challenges, and
other projects. With VideoStudio 2022, AR Stickers are enhanced to be easier to explore, categorize, and organize
into collections.

5. NEW Camera Movements transitions

Discover the new Camera Movements transitions with motion blur that make your videos look awesome. Mimic
impressive transitions from your favorite movies, create transitions that blend scenes together, adjust them to look
more natural or more dramatic—you decide the best way to add impact to your footage and make it look more
cinematic. With VideoStudio 2022, unlocking creative customization through Camera Movements transitions is
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sure to garner incredible results!

6. NEW Non-Linear Keyframing in Variable Speed

Leverage Non-Linear Keyframing to make speed adjustments to your video, easily and intuitively. Experiment with
certain scenes using preset speed templates—make them run at bullet speed or demonstrate every detail in slow
motion. Non-Linear Keyframing makes it easy to adjust the speed curve and save precious time. You can even save
your custom speed presets if you plan to use them again. Fastrack future projects in a flash!

7. NEW Enhanced Audio Waveform editing

VideoStudio 2022 delivers improved Audio Waveform editing that makes it easier to operate and discover the
entire suite of related tools—all to master the sound in your video in an intuitive and concerted way. Enjoy a more
user-friendly feature interface where high/low sound waves appear obvious while being displayed in the preview
window, and also find the audio related tools quickly in the Music tab within the option panel. Fine-tune audio in
your project with ease and make it sound its very best.

8. ENHANCED Media Library and LUT profiles

The enhanced media library with improved content tagging makes content discovery in new VideoStudio 2022
much faster and easier. Use intuitive tagging tools to organize your media by keywords and save time searching
your media for further editing needs. Explore popular LUT profiles for customizing colors in your video and
categorize the profiles or rename them to suit your needs. This enhancement has been designed to make it easy to
quickly access the right profile when the volume of profiles in your collection has exceeded a simple search.
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